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This book is a guide to Home Security not to be confused with Home Defense. Offered here

are practical and relatively inexpensive ways to secure your home against an intruder but very

little ondefending yourself and your family after a criminal has entered your home.There is no

need to spend a lot of money on commercially available securityoptions if you have a little

mechanical ability. Many things can be done by the ‘do-it-yourself’ homeowner that result in

less expensive solutions for homesecurity.
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Street, Otsego, Michigan 49078-1419A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO HOME SECURITYThis book

is a guide to Home Security not to be confused with Home Defense. Offered here are practical

and relatively inexpensive ways to secure your home against an intruder but very little on

defending yourself and your family after a criminal has entered your home. It is wise to take

practical measures in securing your home before a criminal attempt is made against it. With

layers of protection a criminal may not complete the job or may get caught in the act. The fact

is, if someone wants into your house bad enough, they will get in. No type of security can

totally prevent a break-in. Even if it looks like Fort Knox, it is not impenetrable. But many

things can deter or slow down a perpetrator and these things don’t have to be costly. There is

no need to spend a lot of money on commercially available security options if you have a little

mechanical ability. Many things can be done by the ‘do-it-yourself’ homeowner that result in

less expensive solutions for home security. Read-on to learn some of these

solutions.CONTENTS:FOR STARTERSKey In A RockKey ControlShhh, Don't Tell ThemWhere

Not To Hide ItIt's Up To YouDOORSHinged DoorsDeadbolt SecuritySliding Glass DoorsFrench

DoorsPet DoorsBars On DoorsWINDOWSDouble Hung WindowsSliding WindowsBasement

WindowsSkylightsBars On WindowsLANDSCAPINGEXTERIOR LIGHTINGGARAGES AND

BARNSSAFE ROOMDOGSALARMS, SENSORS AND CAMERASLAYERSBE A

BURGLARFOR STARTERS Key In A RockSuppose that you accidently locked yourself out of

your house when you stepped out to get the newspaper. Would you be able to get back

inside? Perhaps you leave a window unlocked in the back. Maybe an unlocked utility room

door. Is there a key under the mat, atop a window casing, inside of a fake rock, or under the

mailbox? If you can get in, they can get in. If you think that hiding a key outside or leaving an

entrance unlocked is a good idea, you are wrong! Thieves simply walk through an unlocked

door or crawl through a window in almost half of all residential burglaries. And if you figured

out a good hiding place for that key, they will too. Most burglars spend 1 minute or less

attempting to break into a home. With well thought-out security you can assure that it will take

longer than 1 minute for any burglar to breach your home’s perimeter. For a small amount of

time and money you can make your home much more secure and reduce your chances of

being a victim. Key ControlA very important step to security is to get control of the keys. Gain

and maintain control of duplication and distribution of keys now. Many burglaries are

committed by people the homeowner knows or by friends of those people. Creating a

duplicate key is not nearly as difficult as most people imagine. Anyone can learn how then

“steal” key images to gain access to your home. If you have to rekey or change your locks to

control who has access, then do it. If you hire a locksmith make sure he/she has an excellent

reputation and check out their references. When the job is done and you are in full control of

the key(s) only give copies to people who really need them. And make sure those people can

be trusted to not let your key fall into the hands of a burglar even for a moment. Don’t give a

key to a neighbor, even for your own convenience, unless you know beyond a doubt that they

will keep it secure. Perhaps you don’t know all of their friends or the people their children let

into their house. Think long and hard before giving anyone a key to your most expensive and

intimate investment. Shhh, Don’t Tell ThemThere are many ways for a burglar to get



information about your valuables and when the best time would be to break into your home

without you telling them. Life can be difficult and very busy so you must make good habits

when it comes to your own privacy and protection. Never post on social media that you will be

on vacation or are going on a business trip. You may think that social media is limited to your

friends whom you trust but hundreds of thousands of people can access your posts, and do.

Wait until you are back home to post the wonderful photos you took on your trip. Likewise, do

not post your routine or schedule online. If a burglar wants to know your schedule, make him

figure it out. Vary your schedule whenever possible. Don’t leave at the same time everyday.

Stop at home for lunch unexpectedly. Come home early or late. Make them guess. It may be

tempting to post a picture of that new diamond necklace for your friends to see, or brag about

the big screen TV with surround sound that you got for the high-tech media room you’re

creating. Don’t do it. Wait until you see your friends in private or invite them over to show off

your stuff. If a burglar knows there is a payoff, he will try harder to get into your home. If

someone comes to your door and wants to use your phone, or get a bandaid or pulls some

other rouse, don’t let them inside. Under no circumstances should you open the door to a

stranger. Place the call for them instead of letting them use your cell phone. Get them what

they want while they wait outside or ask them to leave. If they aren’t there to rob your place,

they are casing it to come back when you aren’t home. Make it as difficult as possible and they

will move on to a different target. While you are away from home for short or long periods of

time, there are things you can do to elude criminals. Start with leaving the shades, blinds and

curtains in a normal position. Dramatic changes let people know that a change in your

household has occurred.
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